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The Meliorist is the independent student
publication at the University of Lethbridge.
The Meliorist is published every month
during the academic year by The Meliorist
Publishing Society. Submissions from all
members of the University of Lethbridge
community are welcome. The Meliorist
reserves the right to withhold publication
of submissions deemed hateful, libellous, or
as otherwise determined by The Meliorist
staff.

Editor-in-Chief Report
Kianna Turner

I am very excited to be on campus this
year, as I’m sure most of you are too.
This year, our team hopes to give a fresh
re-start to The Meliorist and increase
student engagement for both online
and print. We hope to provide relevant,
informative, and valuable content for our
University of Lethbridge students.
I want to welcome you back and
congratulate everyone on their
determination, persistence, and
accomplishments – big and smallthroughout the past online school year.

The social isolation and sub-par learning
environments (with no tuition break
to accommodate us) were a lot to cope
with and highly challenging for many.
If you are struggling, please reach out
to friends, family, and professional
support. We cover many topics
throughout our first edition of the year,
including the heartbreaking discoveries
of the unmarked graves on residential
school lands, sexual health during the
pandemic, information literacy, and
much more.
If you have any questions, concerns, or
submissions this year, please e-mail me at
eic@themeliorist.ca

The Meliorist is printed and distributed on
Treaty Seven Territory and the traditional
territory of the Niitsitapi, Nakoda, and
Tsuut’ina Peoples. Due to the nature of
online learning we suggest researching the
land on which you reside.
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UNMARKED
GRAVES FOUND
ON RESIDENTIAL
SCHOOL LAND
By REBECCA MARTIN

WARNING: This story contains distressing
details. The Indian Residential Schools
Resolution Health Support Program
hotline (1-866-925-4419) and the 24-hour
national crisis line (1-866-925-4419) are
available to residential school survivors
and their relatives suffering from trauma.
Canadians have been shocked and
horrified by the recent discoveries of
more than 1,300 unmarked graves
(Mosby & Millions, 2021) at the sites of
former Indian residential schools. On
May 27th, 2021, Tk’emlúps te Secwépemc
(Kamloops Indian Band) First Nation
Chief, Rosanne Casimir, announced in
their media release that the remains of 215
children were found on the grounds of
the former Kamloops Indian Residential
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School. 715 unmarked graves were also
found on Cowessess First Nations land in
Saskatchewan.
Searches for unmarked graves are
also being conducted in Alberta. The
Ermineskin Cree Nation and Kapawe’no
First Nation in Northern Alberta have
begun searches. The Piikani Nation,
located in southern Alberta, has also
initiated a program looking into the 4
residential schools on its lands (Goulet,
2021).

schools. The TRC concluded that the
Residential School System was an
attempted genocide of Indigenous
peoples and their culture (Canada’s
Residential Schools: Reconciliation
2015), the TRC came up with 94
Calls to Action. Number 75 of
this list asks the government and
the Catholic Church to work with
members of Indigenous communities
to “develop and implement strategies
and procedures for the ongoing
identification, documentation,
maintenance, commemoration,
and protection of residential school
cemeteries or other sites at which
residential school children were
buried” (Truth and Reconciliation
Commission of Canada: Calls to
Action, 2015). These searches are
being conducted using groundpenetrating radar and are still
continuing across Canada.
*Editor’s Note: The Canadian federal
government has recently announced
that there will be a new statutory
holiday, “National Day for Truth and
Reconciliation,” on September 30th.
Federally regulated workplaces will
be closed; however, some provinces,
including Alberta, have decided not to

mandate this as a statutory holiday.
To educate yourself, I encourage you
to look into the history, impacts,
injustices, and current events
surrounding Indigenous communities,
as reconciliation is a multi-faceted
process. While this revelation has
recently come to light, this is something
that has impacted Indigenous
communities for generations.
References
Canada’s Residential Schools: Reconciliation. (2015).
The Final Report of the Truth and Reconciliation
Commission of Canada, 6. Retrieved from
https://ehprnh2mwo3.exactdn.com/wp-content/
uploads/2021/01/Volume_6_Reconciliation_
English_Web.pdf.
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Retrieved from https://www.scientificamerican.com/
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Calls to Action. (2015). Retrieved from https://
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The 2015 Truth and Reconciliation
Commission of Canada (TRC) revealed
that between 1885 and 1997, more
than 150,000 Indigenous children had
been taken and forced into residential
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GETTING
HANDSY IN A
PANDEMIC
B y E D WA R D H S I A N G

I

t’s no controversy that the Covid-19 pandemic
has affected all aspects of our lives. From work,
dining, entertainment, and socializing, sacrifices
and alternative arrangements have needed to be made.
Our sex lives, and in turn our sexual health, however,
remains one aspect where safe compromises can be
difficult to achieve. Coronavirus transmission occurs
via inhalation of respiratory droplets and contact
transfer between infected surfaces and your mouth,
nose and eyes (Li et al., 2020). While there is no
evidence to suggest it may be sexually transmitted,
sexual interaction between non-monogamous
partners poses obvious risks, especially considering
asymptomatic carriers and the very nature of the
activity. Precautions are advised by the government,
including the notorious suggestion by the B.C.
government to utilize physical barriers (e.g. gloryholes)
(BCCDC, n.d.), but most are impractical and have a
negative impact on sexual expression. On the other
side of things, access to sexual health resources
may also be impacted, with many physician’s offices
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discouraging patients from making appointments
without urgent symptoms. Given the importance of
sexual expression in most people’s lives, this is an
important yet often overlooked consequence of the
pandemic we need to address.
Sexual health was defined by the World Health
Organization as “a state of physical, emotional, mental
and social well-being in relation to sexuality; it is
not merely the absence of disease, dysfunction or
infirmity” (WHO, 2006). In other words, being able
to express yourself sexually is directly linked to your
sexual well-being. Current research suggests that all
forms of in-person sexual contact carry some degree
of transmission risk. Efforts to control the outbreak
have therefore included various degrees of lockdown measures; including contact bans, gathering
restrictions, and curfews, making casual sexual
encounters a finable offence. While these measures are
undeniably necessary to keep everyone safe, not many
government officials have addressed the corresponding

effect on sexual well-being. Additionally, abstinenceoriented health guidelines have been well-documented
to fail and foster shame in the community (Santelli &
Ott, 2007).
Alternatives have arisen for many other impacted
areas of our lives, such as working from home
accommodations, take-out groceries and virtual
hang-outs, but few substitutes are apparent for
sexual interactions. Even as the world has pivoted to
online dating, in-person meetups are still met with
hesitation and uncertainty. An online survey of 323
participants in the United States found the majority
perceiving all sexual activity as “risky” during the
pandemic (Bowling et al., 2021). A comprehensive
review of existing literature towards women’s sexual
health (Carvalho & Oliveira, 2021) found an overall
decrease in the number of sexual partners and sexual
satisfaction. In a Chinese study with 3500 young adult
participants, 22% reported decreased sexual desire,
41% reported a decrease in sexual frequency, and 31%

reported a deterioration in partner relationships during
the global outbreak (Cao et al., 2020).
On the flip side of things, solo-sexual exploration
appears to be at an all-time rise. While many will say
there’s no replacing in-person contact, people stuck
at home have had to make do. Online porn giant,
Pornhub, who reported over 39 billion searches and
42 billion visits in 2019, has disclosed up to a 25%
increase in traffic during the onset of global lockdowns
last March (Zattoni et al., 2020). Marketing for sexual
aids and devices is also considered to be at an all time
high, creeping into mainstream and social media with
brazen frequency.
With restrictions being lifted here in Alberta, experts
are now concerned about people making up for lost
time. Just this August, headlines have appeared around
the syphilis outbreak in Edmonton, with Dr. Ameeta
Singh, an infectious disease specialist, claiming that
the rate of infection is as high as in pre-antibiotic eras.
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Dr. Deena Henshaw, Alberta’s chief
medical advisor, has also implied that
syphilis is one of the leading health
threats affecting our province while
resources are being tied up with
COVID-19. These concerns are further
pronounced when it comes to access
to sexual health resources during a
pandemic. Surveys conducted in B.C.
have shown up to 52% of people not
receiving the sexual health resources
they require between March and July
2020 (Chang et al., 2021). The study
suggests that many common reasons
for avoiding/delaying access to these
services include concerns about
catching COVID-19 in a medical
setting, public messaging against
seeking non-urgent healthcare, and
closures of spaces. Here on campus,
the Health Centre has also had its
availability reduced to two days a week
during the previous term of online
learning but has since expanded with
the return to campus this Fall.

F E AT U R E
of LGBTQ2S+ households (52% compared to overall 39%)
have experienced lay-offs or reduced employment because of
COVID-19 (INNOVATIVE, 2020).
All in all, it is demonstrable that sexual health is on the decline
and disproportionately affected by the current pandemic.
Many are weighing the pros and cons of catching COVID-19
vs. their freedom of sexual expression. Now that the ULeth
campus is returning to in-person learning, those looking to
mingle should do their research and know the risks before
getting handsy. For anyone still on the fence, the campus’
women’s centre and the health clinic are now open Mon-Fri,
and provide wonderful sex-positive resources to consult with.
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When it comes to sexual and gender
minority groups, the outbreak may be
causing additional stressors. Given the
historical trauma of other pandemics
such as AIDS, some communities
may be particularly vulnerable to
sexual stigma and decline in mental
health. LGBTQ2S+ youth have also
voiced serious concerns about being
confined with unsupportive family
members without access to safe
spaces or resources (Fish et al., 2020).
A survey given to Canadian gay,
queer, bisexual, trans, and two-spirit
(GQBT2+) further corroborates a
loss of social outlets with additional
concerns pertaining to the access of
antiretroviral medication (PrEP) to
protect against HIV, which requires
daily doses (Brennan et al., 2020).
Recent national research in Canada
has also shown that an unequal ratio
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SPORTS SCIENCE

SPORTS SCIENCE
This is where the topic of sports
science comes into play. The
psychology behind performing
under pressure, the neuroscience
behind hitting a 150 km/h ball, the
data science behind optimizing
training, and the physiology
behind building the perfect living
machine all come together as the
best athletes in the world aim for a
gold medal.

UNSUNG HERO OF
THE OLYMPIC GAMES
B y E D WA R D H S I A N G
“Faster, Higher, Stronger – Together” is the official
motto of the Olympic games, and if you took a sideby-side comparison of athletic performance over
the years, you would see that it holds true. The men’s
Olympic gold for the 100m dash was 12.00 seconds
in 1896, compared to Usain Bolt’s 9.69 seconds in
2008. A simple flip off the vault in the 1970’s pales
in comparison to the mouthful of words needed to
describe Olympic level routines in 2021. The Amanar
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vault attempted by Simone Biles in the 2021 Tokyo
Olympics, for example, consists of “a roundoff into a
back handspring off the vaulting platform into two
and a half twists in a back layout salto off the table.”
It’s no question that today’s athletes are starting from
a much younger age, and accessibility has increased
dramatically over the past decade; but is that enough
to account for the mind-boggling increase in
performance over the history of these competitions?

Mental health has become an
increasingly prevalent topic, and
there’s no exception when training
for the Olympic games. Lily
Williams, a cyclist who competed
in Tokyo with Team USA, says, “I
honestly don’t know how you could
do it without a sport psychologist,
our job is basically to go hurt
ourselves as much as possible
day in and day out, and it’s really
helpful to have somebody help
you disassociate that kind of work
from feelings of negativity.” Aside
from mental health, psychologists
also help Olympians deal with
performance anxiety, improve
focus, and navigate distractions.
On the neurological side of
things, new cutting-edge training
programs are also at work.
Research suggests that it takes
at least 250 milliseconds for the
average person to begin moving
after seeing a stimulus, with
reaction times doubling if decisions
on what moves to make or what
strategy to employ were also at play
(Drew, 2021). Projectiles in elite
sports such as baseball and tennis
travel from one player to another
in as fast as 400 milliseconds,
making snap judgement calls
necessary for top-tier competitors.
Bruce Abernathy, a behavioural
scientist at the University of
Queensland, Australia, suggests
a three-stage analysis athletes

use to strike these projectiles: an
initial pre-play assessment on
likely strategies the opponent will
employ, followed by the crucial
extraction of information from
their opponent’s body movements,
culminating in the body’s reaction
to the incoming stimulus. What
proved to be key was the incredibly
skilled biomechanical analysis that
top-level competitors were able to
do subconsciously, as well as the
predictive eye-tracking that comes
with experience. Currently, in the
world of baseball, some athletes
are turning to VR technology
to help speed up their decisionmaking process. 3D avatars of their
opponents are shown to throw
pitch after pitch, allowing players
to make snap judgement calls on
whether the pitch is a strike or a
ball, a fastball or a curveball.
Data science and statistical analysis
are also at play when it comes
to perfecting training regimens.
Alessio Rossi, a former athlete and
current postdoctoral researcher
at the University of Pisa, Italy,
compiles and analyses data to help
athletes walk the fine line between
peak performance and injury.
These days athletes wear a myriad
of gear while training, including
accelerometers, monitors for heart
rate and oxygen saturation, smart
gear to track body positioning,
and even equipment to track sleep
quality and body temperature.
Analysis of this data can help make
minute changes to one’s form,
but also track over-exertion and
predict injuries.
When it comes down to it, a
person’s physiology is probably
one of the most important
factors at play in the realm of
competitive sports. Although
much is governed by your genetic

predisposition, how often you
train, what you eat, down to even
what’s happening inside your cells,
are considered when crafting the
perfect human-machine. Francesca
Amati, an exercise physiologist
at the University of Lausanne,
Switzerland, says that enzymes in
your body can adapt to regular
exercise, forming complexes
that improve the efficiency of
mitochondria, which in turn power
your cells. The bodies of highly
trained athletes may be fine-tuned
even further on a cellular level,
she adds, by storing fat globules
(which are burned for energy)
closer to mitochondria (King,
2021). “The quality of training and
the type of training does impact
mitochondria,” agrees David Hood,
a mitochondrial scientist at the
University of Toronto, Canada.
Advancements in this field provide
a scientific basis for the training
regimen of modern competitors,
adding to the decades-long trial
and error methodology employed
by sports physiologists.
“One minute of performance onstage, ten years of work off-stage”
goes the Chinese adage, which
accurately describes the careers of
Olympians. Although most of the
work is done behind the scenes,
advancements in sports science
have paved the way for most, if
not all, of the competitors at the
2021 Tokyo Olympic games. From
mental to physical performance,
it truly allows us to go faster, be
stronger, and aim higher.

References
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Top 10 Things to do in

Lethbridge

1
2
3

6

Good Times Comedy Club
Good Times Comedy club has multiple
comedy events that you can find on
their website. Enjoy food, drinks and
a belly full of laughter. Open mic is
every Tuesday!

5

Choi, Lucas. Lucas Choi
Photography. Lethbridge, AB

Nikka Yuko Japanese Gardens
The Japanese Gardens are open during the summer and fall months. Explore
the beautiful gardens, drink tea, and learn more about Japanese culture at
this beautiful sight.

Coulee Walks
All over Lethbridge, you will find
hiking trails that take you right
through the coulees! A couple of
excellent spots include Elizabeth
Hall Wetlands (if you are there
at the right time, you’ll get to
see western painted turtles) and
Popson Park.

The Owl
The Owl is the hub space if you enjoy live music, art, comedy, and delicious food!

Archer, Lena. (202
0).
Elizabeth Hall Wet
lands. Lethbridge,
AB.
Archer, Lena. (202
0). Elizabeth Hall
Wetlands. Lethbrid
ge, AB.

Explore Local Coffee Shops
Lethbridge has a multitude of quaint coffee shops
that have character. On a rainy afternoon, check
out The Penny Coffee House or Bread Milk and
Honey. Bread Milk and Honey offers a student
discount. If you show your student ID, you will
receive 10% off any non-alcoholic drinks.
Black, Graham. Bread Milk
and Honey. Lethbridge, AB.
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7

Local Bookstores
Lethbridge has an abundance of small book
stores where you can cozy up and enjoy a good
read. A couple of my favourites are Echo Books
and Analog Books - both are located on the
south side! If you bring your student ID, Analog
Books offers a 10% off student discount.

True North Axe
Throwing
True North Axe Throwing is
an excellent activity for large
or small groups to spend an
afternoon!

O’Connor, Liam. True North Axe
Throwing. Lethbridge, AB.
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8

Ctrl V Arcade
Virtual
Reality
Virtual reality is a
fantastic way to
escape the world
for a few hours! Ctrl
V Arcade offers $5
off for students on
weekdays.
Ctrl V Arcade. Lethbridge, AB.

9

Corn Maze
At the Corn Maze, you’ll
be greeted with an acre of
sunflowers in the summer
months, and goat snuggles
as well as four different
mazes to explore year
round! If you are in a group
that has 20 people or more,
then they offer $2 off per
person.

Lethbridge Corn Maze.
Lethbridge, AB.

10

Lethbridge Corn Maze.
Lethbridge, AB.

Lethbridge Corn Maze.
Lethbridge, AB.

The Movie Mill
The Movie Mill is a theater
in Lethbridge that also
shows drive-in movies. The
Movie Mill offers a student
discount - a medium pop
and popcorn is $9.95 if you
show your student ID!

Johnson, Macaul. The Movie
Mill. Lethbridge, AB.
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The Narrative
By C. MADRIA STEVEN

Spiralling softly south,

Believing beyond battlefields,

Haunted hands hold hearts

I imagine interesting infinities

Seated, simply spun,

Pardoning possibilities,

Hollow hearts hail hell

We wander wildly west

Damaged, darkened destiny

Eyes engage emotions,

Cannot claim calm clarity

Letting life live longer

Drudging deeper down,

Simply seeing sounds

Calamity calls chaotic charisma

Always allows another arrival

Slithering silently still,

Finally finishing firm,

Noises need nothing now

Time tells total tales

Shaken, surely shamed,
My mind meets more misery
Listening like little loves,
I’ve ignited ingenuity
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the Song-Yuan Dynasty (9601368CE) of China are the periods
of question. I will discuss gender
hierarchies, philosophy, and
religious influence on societal
and political codes throughout
China and Japan’s histories to
provide contextual information
about the development of the
LGBTQS2IA+.

Muromachi Era (13921573)

B y H A N S L AT E R

LGBTQSIA2+ HISTORIES
IN JAPAN AND CHINA
B y H A N S L AT E R

Introduction
This series will explore Queer identities,
representation, and the oppressive ideologies met
by the LGBTQS2IA+ community within Chinese
and Japanese history. Before continuing, I would
like to state that I will be using language such as
“homosexual,” “transvestism,” and “queer,” this is not
to offend people of the LGBTQS2IA+ community
but to establish terminology that is specific to
historical cases. Contemporary individuals that
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Before examining the Muromachi era can begin, let me briefly
discuss some of the earliest documented homosexual ideas in Japan. The earliest documentation
of homosexual behaviours in
Japan was recorded by the founder of the Shingon (True Word)
Buddhist sect, a man by the
name of Kukai (or Kobo Daishi,
774-835), introduced nanshoku,
which translates into “male colours,” after returning from a trip
to Tang China in 806 CE.1 a term
that would be commonly referred to male-male relationships
throughout Japanese history. An
account given to us by Gary Leup
is of an Arab visitor in China
that suggests homosexuality was
widespread in “shrines” in the
Middle Kingdom of China when
Kukai made his visit during
the ninth century, and in Fujian province, where Kukai had

traveled to the Tang capital of
Changan and noted that malemale relationships had garnered
mass acceptance by society at the
time.2 Returning to Japan and introducing the regular practice of
male-male relationships between
acolytes and monks in monastic
life became a common theme
in Japanese literature onwards,
as we will see when we examine
Ihara Saikaku’s The Great Mirror
of Male Love translated by Paul
Gordon Schalow.
Now that we have established the
early indication of homosexual
behaviours in the Japanese
context, I can begin to discuss
the Muromachi period of Japan
with this important context
behind it. The standard of
male-male relationships became
widely known among the
monastic life and the samurai
class. Leup speculates that
those who sought monastic life
indeed enjoyed the all-male
environment with the promise
of sexual favours; further stating
that the samurai idealized the
relationship between lord and
vassal and regarded the Buddhist
homosexual tradition with
tolerance and sympathy, and
would also incorporate aspects
of the homosexual tradition into
their practice.3 The seclusion and

lack of women in Japan, the
age-structured society, and
older men, especially the
samurai, who required their
younger partners to appear
androgynous or feminine
became defining aspects of
male-male relationships in Japan.
Pre-Tokugawaian society saw
the flourishment of homosexual
traditions that would become
more apparent with the
development of kabuki theatre in
Tokugawa (1603-1867) society,
which I will discuss in a later
submission.

Song-Yuan Dynasty
(960-1368CE)
Examining the account of
male-male relationships
within the Chinese context has
more complex and detailed
narratives in each dynastic
era when compared to Japan.
Male favourites were men who
demonstrated the prowess of
intellect but also physically
displayed feminine features that
attracted Chinese emperors
to take them into the Imperial
court. One of the most famous
recordings from China’s
prehistory is “Passions of the

associate themselves with the LGBTQS2IA+ fall
under this community; however, because the
LGBTQ+S2IA+ is a new term, it can only be loosely
connected to the past. However, this does not
discredit any Queer individual of the past, but it is
crucial to discern accurate terminology based on
historical records.
Examination of Queer histories is heavily quieted
and censored. A discussion will begin of Japan
and China’s early modern history; respectively,
the Muromachi (1392-1573CE) era of Japan and
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Cut Sleeve,” a report given by Ban Gu and Sima
Qian, historians, and philosophers of Emperor
Ai (7 BCE- 1BCE) that recorded his relationship
with his male favourite Dong Xian in the Memoirs
of the Historian and Records of the Han.4 Ban Gu
notes that “Emperor Ai did not care for women,”
and thus supports the notion that Emperor Ai was
indeed a homosexual of the Han dynasty.5 The
unfortunate result of this story ends with Emperor
Ai dying and bequeathing his title to his lover
Dong Xian.
However, his jealous uncle Wang Mang had
ordered an impeachment against Dong Xian on the
grounds that he had failed to care for his nephew
Emperor Ai. Dong Xian and his wife were then
forced to commit ritualistic suicide. A sad ending,
but not uncommon with the negative connotations
male favourites held in Imperial courts.
Male favourites were despised and frowned upon
in the Imperial courts of dynastic China. Male
favourites were viewed as sexual objects and men
capable of abusing power because of their intimate
relationship with the emperor. The homosexual
tradition came under fire when Song dynasty
Neo-Confucian philosopher Zhu Xi (11301200CE) only furthered misconceptions of queer
relationships when he advocated for improving the
state’s quality through heteronormative standards
of living. I will invoke the imagery of a nuclear

family here, meaning a man, a woman, and their
two kids, an idea custom from America in the
1950s of course, that can loosely be applied here
when referring to Zhu Xi. His ideas and loathing
attitude for True Land and Zen Buddhist thought
would become a driving force in discouraging, and
doing harm towards the LGBTQS2IA+.
These were simple accounts given from Japan
and China’s historical records on queer history.
Hopefully, the bigger question that will be
answered by the end of the series is, why is it
censored now? Why is it not discussed or taught
in schools? Queer voices need to be heard and
discussed. Thank you dear reader for taking the
time to read through and I hope to see you in the
next installment.
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ASIAN
STUDIES
PROGRAM
Are you interested in learning about Asia’s societies, cultures, and
histories? Want to make your degree international? Considering
traveling around Asia or pursuing work with ties to Asia?

If so, declare your minor in Asian studies!
ASIA 1000 “Introduction to Asia” + 5 additional Asiarelated courses = Asian studies minor
Consider structuring the Asian studies minor into one of the following combinations:
Major/Minor; Major/Double Minor; or within a General Humanities/Social Science
degree. Be creative!

For more details about courses, faculty, research, events,
scholarships, and many more opportunities, see the website:
https://www.uleth.ca/artsci/asian-studies
Contact Asian studies coordinator professor, Dr. Gideon Fujiwara,
(gideon.fujiwara@uleth.ca) with your questions.
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A Student’s Guide:

RESOURCES
ON CAMPUS
By REBECCA MARTIN

T

here are a variety of
resources on campus to fit
your needs as a student. If
you are a first-year or a returning
student in need of help navigating
student resources, here is a brief
and easy guide for you to follow.
Some of these services may vary
depending on what campus you’re
on, whether you’re an undergrad,
a graduate student, an Indigenous
student, or an international
student, but a good place to start
is the student services page on the
Uleth website.

Academic Advising

Academic Advising will help you
figure out your Program Planning
Guide; this is important in helping
you find the classes you need to
graduate. To find an academic
advisor, go to the website, find your
faculty and either send them an
email or visit the office in person.

Accommodated
Learning Centre

The Accommodated Learning
Centre helps students with
documented disabilities by making
classes and testing services more
accessible. Offering everything
from word processors, class
recordings, and alternate format
textbooks.
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Library

The Library is your one-stop shop
when it comes to researching,
studying, and finishing
assignments. Student ID cards
act as your library card and
allow you to check out books,
movies, academic journals, and
curriculum lab items. The Library
offers access to computers, group
workrooms, and a quiet place to
study. Additionally, the Library
provides equipment loans, so if
you need a laptop, multimedia, or
other STEM related equipment,
the library has you covered! If you
need additional help with research
or just have general questions, the
subject librarians and other library
staff can help. The library also has
a designated area for 24-hour study
and a new contemplation corner
with more details to be announced
when classes begin.

Writing Centre

The Writing Centre provides
individual support to students
who may need help writing a
research paper, bibliographies, lab
reports, or anything else you might
encounter during your degree. The
Writing Centre supplies one-onone support to students at any level
of proficiency at no additional cost.

Bookstore

The Bookstore sells more than just
textbooks and program guides.
It also sells books for general
reading, UofL apparel, stationary
equipment, games, and more!

Daycare

On-campus day care is something
the university is proud to offer. The
day care facility cares for children
between the ages of 12 months
to 6 years.

Currently,there is a waitlist for this
service. But if you are interested,
you can go to their website for
more information.

Financial Services

Finances aren’t the most fun or
enjoyable part of the university
experience but they are essential.
Bridge Bucks are an easy way to
pay for things on campus. You can
load money onto your student ID
card and use it to pay for food,
textbooks, and print/copy services.
To purchase Bridge Bucks, visit one
of the many kiosks around campus.
It can also be completed online
through the My Card Manager
website. Scholarships & Student
Finance services can offer to figure
out how to pay for your time in
university. To get information about
loans, scholarships, and awards,
check out the office’s website.

Health and Wellness

Health and Wellness Services will
allow you to look after both your
physical and mental wellbeing. The
Health Centre can give you access
to a wide range of wellness and
health care services. The medical
clinic services include access to a
physician, management of acute and
chronic health conditions, pregnancy
tests, STI screening, mental health
management, and treatment. To
book an appointment or to find out
more information visit
their website.

Counselling

The university also has counselling
services. Trained professionals
provide group counselling, one-onone counselling, wellness workouts,
self-help, and peer support
services. Counsellors may be
available during office hours (9:00
am – 3:00 pm weekdays). If you
need help outside of office hours,
you can contact security at 403329-2345 or dial 911 for campus
emergencies. If you are in distress,
you can phone the Distress Line of
Southwestern Alberta at (403) 3277905 or 1-888-787-2880.

7 Cups of Teas

7 Cups of Tea is an online
community that provides ondemand emotional health services.
It connects you to listeners and
creates a community, allowing you
to talk to people without judgment.
All conversations are confidential.
For more information on using
7 Cups of Tea or on becoming a
listener, go to the website and use
the password: uleth

Fitness and Recreation
Fitness and Recreations
memberships are available to all
students. As a full-time student,
you pay for your membership
as a part of your tuition. The
membership allows access to all
the Centre for Sport and Wellness
facilities. This includes drop-in
fitness classes, lockers, and a 10%
discount on select group programs
and services.

Information
Technology

If you are having technical issues,
IT Solutions will help. The IT
Store also gives you discounts on
hardware and software.

Printing Services

Printing Services manages student
access copiers around campus
(which can be paid for using
Bridge Bucks). They also offer
printing services to clubs and
students. So, if you need business
cards, presentation posters, tickets,
thesis printing and binding, this is
the place for you!

Indigenous Student
Services

The Indigenous Students
Centre is here to provide
guidance, encouragement, and
empowerment. The centre’s team
can help Indigenous students with
getting access to services such as
housing, childcare, scholarships,
Elder support, ceremony
and smudge room, and other
community services. The UofL also
has a resident Elder, Francis First
Charger, a Blackfoot Elder from
the Blood Tribe and is available
to students weekly. Francis First
Charger is here to offer guidance
and cultural support to the UofL
community. The Iikaisskini:
Indigenous Student Centre is a free
and confidential service offered
to students who self-identify as
First Nations, Métis, or Inuit.
Additionally, Indigenous Student
Affairs (composed of Aboriginal
students, Elders, chiefs, and
business leaders) provides access
to peer support, social interaction,
cultural/spiritual celebrations, and
an Education Resource Library.
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BULL RIDING
COMES BACK TO
LETHBRIDGE
By REBECCA MARTIN

P

rofessional Bull Riding (PBR) returned
to Lethbridge on August 27th, marking
the beginning of the 2021 Cup Series.
This Series features some of Canada’s best bull
riders and some of the best internationally
ranked riders. It also marked the first indoor,
in-person event the Enmax Center has held since
March 2020 after its sudden closure due to the
COVID-19 pandemic.
“[Lethbridge is] definitely a favourite for not only
the fans, but for the contestants, and our entire
staff. It’s going to be a heck of a homecoming
because that’s where we left it before the
pandemic.” PBR Canada’s General Manager, Jason
Davidson, said. “We’ve built a great product with
the city of Lethbridge over the last 20 years, and I
couldn’t imagine starting it off anywhere else.”
When asked about what kind of person it takes to

ride a bull, Jared Parsonage, the number 1 ranked
cowboy in the PBR Canada National Standings
said, “there’s not many things you do in this world
where the odds are this heavily stacked against
you. If you get a qualified ride half the time you’re
very, very successful. It’s not for everyone, but for
the guys that it is for, they crave the challenge and
everything that comes with it.”
“It’s a big production. It’s not your classic rodeo
event. There will be fireworks, music, and there’s
always something going on,” said Parsonage. He’s
excited about coming to Lethbridge, saying it is
“one of the best events of the year, hands down.”
He said it’ll be fun to be in a big building indoors
with a big crowd.
Davidson said, “[PBR is] like a rock concert,
WWE, freestyle motor cross, NASCAR, all rolled
into one. There’s a lot of stuff going on and there

*Author’s Note: This article was submitted for publishing before the event took place. Results of the
event can be found at pbrcanada.com.
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are no referees to blow whistles to stop them. [PBR
is] the ultimate contest of man vs. beast, and you
don’t want to miss anything when the gate opens.”
Davidson said, “we have some of the greatest fans
in professional sport, and anybody that’s been to
the PBR event in Lethbridge can attest to that. It’s

an atmosphere that I wish I could take with me
everywhere I go because it is something special.”
The next stop for the PBR Cup Series is October 1st
in Grande Prairie, Alberta.

[PBR is] like a rock concert, WWE, freestyle motor cross, NASCAR, all rolled into one. There’s a lot of stuff going on and there
are no referees to blow whistles to stop them. [PBR is] the ultimate contest of man vs. beast, and you don’t want to miss
anything when the gate opens
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Checking in on Clubs and
Levy Groups on Campus
By REBECCA MARTIN
The University of Lethbridge has
over 70 clubs on campus. These
clubs cover a diverse range of
topics including, athletics, travel,
volunteering, and social activities.
Joining a club isn’t just for first-year
students; returning students are
encouraged to join clubs as well.
The Students Union website has
an up-to-date list of all clubs. Club
Rush happens September 13-19th
in the UHall Atrium.

Circle K International (CKI)
is one of the newer clubs at the
UofL and is service-based. CKI
is the world’s largest student-led
collegiate service organization.
Giulia Cocco, co-president of CKI,
said, “although our club is focused
on helping others, we are trying
to build a family at the university
by celebrating each individual that
joins our club. We want the CKI
experience to be one of enjoyment
rather than labour.” CKI’s general

meetings and events are free, but if
students want access to resources,
there is a $5 fee.
The G.E.E.K. Club centers around
celebrating geek entertainment and
culture. It holds events throughout
the year and hopes to provide both
online and in-person events this
semester. It also has a Discord for
anyone who wants to join (https://
discord.gg/Q7TF8uwNQu). Julie
Wojtiw-Quo, the G.E.E.K. Club

President said, “you can come
to our game nights whenever
you want to socialize, de-stress,
meet some new people, or just
have fun.” The G.E.E.K. Club is
also looking for a treasurer and
social media manager. For more
information, email geek.club@
uleth.ca. They are on Instagram:
@geek_uleth.
The UofL is also home to five levy
groups. These groups are funded
through small fees (levies) that
most students pay as part of their
tuition.
Campus Collective Centre
(formerly the Campus Women’s
Centre) offers a wide range of
services, resources, and events.
“Our volunteers are there to listen
to students, make space for them
and validate their feelings, as
well as potentially help them find
campus or community resources
that can further help them,” said

Katie DeLucia, Campus Collective
Centre Co-coordinator. The
centre has a bulletin board found
in SP150. It contains various
sexual and menstrual health
products that are available to all
students. The centre also sponsors
a scholarship for students who
engage in activism and advocacy
in their communities. The fee
is $3 (included in tuition) and
pays for all the centre’s resources,
student staff, event planning,
and programs. Students can get
involved by volunteering with the
peer support programs (email:
collective.centre@uleth.ca), or
checking out their Facebook
(facebook.com/UlethCollective),
and Instagram: @UlethCollective.
The Lethbridge Public Interest
Group (LPIRG) is a not-forprofit organization that provides
resources to undergraduates
who want to engage with
environmental and social justice
issues. LPIRG also provides
funding, admin assistance, and
meeting space. The fee is $3
a semester and is included in
tuition costs. The LPIRG Board
of Directors election is held in
March. Interested students can
check out their website (www.
lpirg.org), Instagram (@ l.pirg), or
Facebook (https://www.facebook.
com/lpirg.org).
The World University Service
of Canada (WUSC) runs in
conjunction with the Student
Refugee Program (SRP) to
promote global cooperation.
The WUSC works to increase
understanding of international
development issues on campus.
SRP annually brings students to
campus as permanent residents.
When students arrive at the UofL,
SRP supports them financially
and socially for at least one year.
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The $2 fee (included in tuition)
goes towards housing, tuition,
monthly allowance, and other
support. Another way to get
involved is through event and
fundraising initiatives, as well as
joining the SRP club. They are on
Instagram (@wusc.uleth), and
Facebook (https://www.facebook.
com/wusculeth/).
CKXU Radio Society is a
CRTC-licensed FM radio station.
CKXU broadcasts at 88.3 FM and
online (www.ckxu.com). CKXU
is a non-profit, non-corporate
radio station that offers quality
creative content 24/7, 365 days
a year. It focuses on Canadian
musicians, emerging genres, and
underrepresented identities. 75%
of CKXU’s schedule is produced
locally. The fee is $8.84 a semester
and covers overhead, staff salaries
and broadcast-related expenses.
Students are encouraged to
get involved by listening and
volunteering with the station. For
more information,check out their
website (https://ckxu.com).
The Meliorist Publishing
Society: We are a monthly
publication at the UofL and
have been in print since 1967.
We cover a wide range of topics,
including current events, science,
news, arts, and culture. A $5 fee
per semester is paid through
tuition and covers employee
wages, printing costs, and online
presence. For more information
and to read out latest articles,
check out our website (https://
themeliorist.ca), our Facebook
(https://www.facebook.com/
themeliorist), Instagram (@
melioristmagazine), and Twitter
(@The_Meliorist). If you are
interested in submitting an article,
you can email our editor-in-chief
(eic@themeliorist.ca).
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How to Improve Your
Information Literacy
By LENA ARCHER

M

any of us read articles with the hope
of gaining a deeper understanding of
information and the people around us. Have
you ever read an article, maybe even quoted that
information to someone else, only to discover
that the events were fabricated, the photos
were unrelated, or other false information? You
probably felt angry, maybe even embarrassed
to have believed the information in the first
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place. Writers hold power, and in an age where
many individuals have that power, we need to be
vigorously analytical.
Information literacy is the ability to distinguish
between reliable and unreliable information.
The article Causes and consequences of
mainstream media dissemination of fake news:
literature review and synthesis (2020) attributes

the “rise of disinformation” (p. 158) to social
media and the fake news genre. Both of which
have the platform to reach large groups of
people worldwide, making information literacy
imperative. The article False Information on
Web and Social Media: A Survey explains two
types of false information: misinformation and
disinformation. Misinformation “is created
without the intent to mislead” (p. 2), while
disinformation “is created with the intent of
misleading and deceiving the reader” (p. 2).
The article discusses how false information
stories on social media are impactful, “they
are liked, shared, and commented on more,
generate[ing] deeper cascades of reshares than
true information pieces” (p. 2). It comes as no
shock that the fake posts are more impactful
than the truth; the purpose of disinformation
is to persuade the viewer. For an individual to
genuinely learn and grow, they must be aware of
deception.

Assessing information accuracy would be
significantly easier if there was a right answer in
every situation. When researching information
about politics, for example, there’s a significant
amount of opinion-based media coverage.
Sometimes, information is only the truth in
the eye of the beholder. Confirmatory bias
in health decisions: Evidence from the MMRautism controversy explains how bias can affect
an individual’s perception. The article explains
that “when presented with ambiguous or mixed
evidence, people tend to select and interpret
information in a way that confirms their existing
positions, a tendency termed confirmatory bias”
(p. 1). So how do we become critically aware of
unreliable information, the bias of the writers,
and our own confirmatory biases when we
search for information? We must be critical of
everyone, including ourselves.
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Basic Search Engines
Google is an excellent search engine to retrieve
information fast, but if you’re searching on Google,
remember that almost anyone can post anything.
Improving your information literacy skills includes
having a genuine desire to learn and dedicating time
to your searches. In the article Computers & Education
(2003), it is noted that web-based information “differs
from information delivered through more traditional
channels in that it is more prone to alteration, which
can be difficult to detect” (p. 273). Therefore, it is
essential to be highly critical and selective in your
research when using a non-academic website. Before
researching anything, the first step is to understand
your own biases. If you have a perspective about what
information you believe is correct and are looking to
confirm your ideas, your search is no longer a learning
opportunity. What words are you using in your search
- are they inherently negative or positive? Your word
choice will affect the information you receive. One
way to allow yourself a learning opportunity is to be
aware of your own bias and research the opposite side
first. To challenge confirmation bias is to begin with
a general search about an overarching topic without
using words that insinuate support for one side
before searching for more specific information. When

reading, check if the information is directly followed
up with a citation. It might not be accurate if a writer
includes information such as statistics or current
events without including where they retrieved that
information. If they did include a citation, look into
it. Did the writer skew any of the facts that they read
to fit their own narrative? If you encounter a blanket
statement, also known as an overgeneralization,
without any evidence, the statement is a person’s
opinion. So, how can you check if a person’s opinion
has any credibility? Research the credibility of the
website or the author of the article. What did they
do to achieve that website? What are the author’s
credentials? If you are searching the internet with a
critical lens by analyzing how biases might affect the
information you receive, how the content might be
trying to persuade you without providing any concrete
evidence, and the credibility of the creator(s), your
information literacy is sharp.

Academic Credibility
Reading academic articles is an excellent way to
retrieve information since the author must be a
professional, and the articles are reviewed before
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possibility of being wrong.
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What is Schizophrenia?
B y G I L L I A N C O R S I AT T O

S

off work, and leaving your extracurriculars midway
through the year to try to heal. Even with all the time
to focus on yourself, hardly anything changes.

Schizophrenia is staring up at an empty ceiling in total
astonishment. What your mind creates on the blank
canvas keeps you utterly captivated.

Schizophrenia is the walls whispering to you. They
speak to you in a way that belittles you and exploits
your insecurities. You put on your headphones to
drown out their words, but they only get louder.

chizophrenia is having to live in two vastly
different worlds. One is supposedly real while the
other is all in your head, yet they are completely
indistinguishable.

Schizophrenia is the sheer terror you feel as you
scrunch yourself into a ball, hidden in between the
wall and the dresser. They keep telling you “It’s not
real!” but nothing takes away the belief that you are in
danger.
Schizophrenia is staying awake all night, sensory
information raining down on you, and then getting
scolded for sleeping during the day.
Schizophrenia is dropping out of school, taking time

Schizophrenia is having a neutral opinion on
something, only then you start to hallucinate it, and it
becomes one of your most prominent fears.
Schizophrenia is waiting in line at a coffee shop and
overhearing the people behind you talking about
someone they know who was recently diagnosed. They
keep bringing up multiple personalities and crazed
killers from movies.

Schizophrenia is sitting through a
presentation on the illness back in
high school and realizing then that
most other people don’t have these
experiences.
Schizophrenia is seeing your
already deceased pets alive again,
and on the contrary, seeing the
dead bodies of the pets you have
right now.
Schizophrenia is being essentially
immune to the fear of spiders that
everyone seems to share. Spiders
are so common to you. It’s even
a relief to see a spider that’s not
crawling under your skin.
Schizophrenia is picking your scalp
until it’s raw and you have to keep
finding creative ways to part your
hair because there are so many
scabs.
Schizophrenia is someone telling
you that they called your name
several times but you didn’t even
look. You hear voices saying your
name so often that you’ve now
learned not to look.
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Schizophrenia is a bad sense of
direction. “It’s straight down the
road,” they say. Even if you do end
up finding where you want to go,
finding your way back ends up
as difficult as finding your way
through a complex maze.
Schizophrenia is knowing in your
head what you want to say, but the
words come out of your mouth
in imperceptible syllables and
unfinished sentences. There is a lot
of “um” and ashamed broken eye
contact.
Schizophrenia is walking into a
room with a big crowd of people,
but you can’t tell which of them are
real, if any.
Schizophrenia is time confusion.
You remember that event that
happened a year ago, yet it was
only three months ago. You mix
up dates so often that they need
to be written down twenty times.
Schizophrenia is looking forward
to tomorrow being Saturday, but it’s
only Tuesday.

Schizophrenia is that kind
man who ordered a meal from
you when you were at work.
Schizophrenia is that lady that
stopped to ask if she could pet your
dog on your walk. Schizophrenia
is your next door neighbor, your
UPS delivery man, your electrician,
even your best friend.
Schizophrenia is not what many
people think it is. It is a mental
disorder, a thought disorder,
perhaps even an illness that no one
else can see. It is not Norman Bates
from Psycho, or Michael Myers
from Halloween. It is troubling,
bothersome, even annoying at
times, but not murderous or
violent.
You never know who might be
suffering.
You never know who might be
listening, but at least now, you
know what schizophrenia is.
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WALKING THE LINE OF
ACCOUNTABILITY:

Anti-Maskers During the COVID-19 Pandemic
B y K AT H L E E N M A H
The pandemic has undoubtedly
put everyone through some of the
hardest times of our lives. I am
currently conducting my honours
thesis in anthropology on antimask groups, or as they refer to
themselves, ‘Freedom Fighters’.
I cannot in good conscience
condone the actions undertaken in
the name of personal freedom and
personal comfort. I also wish to
be critical of public health policy
that has clearly put the lives of all
in danger. However, I can try to
understand them in hopes that we
can partake in a conversation as
opposed to a standoff of wills.
A common theme apparent
in Freedom Fighter discourse,
rallies, rhetoric, and social media
is the fear that one’s freedom is
being controlled and mediated
by the government. In my work,
I have encountered real fears
and real pain. Anti-maskers are
truly terrified for their children,
their families, and their lives.
To dismiss these feelings is to
destroy any opportunity of having
a conversation that can produce

meaningful action.
We must be able to walk the
line between holding a person
responsible for their actions in
spreading the virus while also
realizing that their fears and their
bodies are just as much a product
of the corrupt society as you or I.
The pandemic nor the individual
is not to blame for the opposing
positions of anti-maskers, what
is to blame is a violent capitalist
system that seeks to alienate our
minds from our bodies, and our
bodies from each other.
I have spent the last four months
speaking to people that I disagree
with on almost every political
issue there is. I spoke to people
who believe, from the deepest
parts of their mind and soul, that
the pandemic is not real and that
masks and vaccines are meant to
control and manipulate the masses
into blind obedience; people
whose ideas about the pandemic
and personal responsibility are so
far off from mine, yet we could
always come to one agreement.

Neither of us feels that the
government represents us, nor
has our best interests at heart. Of
course, this comes from different
experiences and places. However,
the government has willingly
created expendable populations
during the pandemic. As a mostly
white masculine movement,
anti-maskers see the government
as moving too far left, presenting
a challenge to their domination.
Whereas I see the government
differently. Yet, I am still left with
this question: if neither of us feels
represented, who then does the
government represent?
So yes. I believe that individuals
need to be held accountable for
selfish actions that include the
choice to not wear a mask. But
before we burn each other down,
should we first not turn to the
source of our pain? To the people
who continually place capitalist
interest and wealth over the very
real lives of 99% of the population.
Let’s have a conversation, and let’s
figure out how to walk that line.

Please note: This is an opinion
piece; the opinions expressed
herein are not necessarily the
opinions of The Meliorist.
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Tuition Increases
Impact Students
By LENA ARCHER

A

s we enter the fall semester,
many of us are anxious to see
our tuition cost. As of the 202021 academic year, the previous tuition
freeze was lifted. Since the overall
provincial government funding was
reduced by $5.7 million, the University
of Lethbridge decided to increase
tuition to 7% per student each year. The
tuition cannot increase by more than
7% for the next three years; therefore,
the University of Lethbridge students
are currently paying the absolute
maximum increase permitted by the
provincial government.
So, what does this mean, exactly?
The University of Lethbridge website
includes an “average” tuition cost for
the upcoming academic year as $5690.
Since 7% of that cost is $373, this is how
much our tuition roughly increased
in the upcoming year. While this may
not seem like a large amount now, each

year, this number will rise. The
provincial government is making
it hard on the budget by cutting
university grants: “Over the past
three budgets, the total provincial
operating grant funding has
decreased by $16.2 million” (p. 15)
which caused the university to take
on the operational cost for the new
science and academic building.
This cost was drastically reduced
compared to previous years from
government grants.

the Financial Consumer Agency
reported that financial stress
could also lead to depression
and anxiety. Financial stress is
known to affect many different
aspects of an individual’s life.
Poor academic performance is
associated with financial stress;
therefore, the overall student GPA
at the University of Lethbridge
in the upcoming years is at risk
(Heckman, S., Lim, H. N., &
Montalto, 2014).

To combat the increase in tuition
at the University of Lethbridge, it
is also noted in the consolidated
budget for the upcoming year
that “1 percent of the domestic
undergraduate tuition increase
[will be allotted] to a student
bursary for 2021/22. This bursary
will be structured to include work
integrated learning opportunities’’
(p. 29). While this bursary may
help some students, the remainder
of the students will still suffer.

As students, what can we do about
it? In 2012, Quebec students went
on strike to stand against tuition
fee increases from the provincial
government (Lambert, M.E,
2014). The tuition was subject
to an increase of $325 per year.
The strike is currently the longest
student strike in Canadian history,
lasting from February 13th to
September 7th. Bill 78 passed on
May 18th, 2012, which restricted
students’ rights to protest, placing
heavy fines in effect. However,
many Quebecois people disagreed
with this bill since it infringed
on the Quebecois Charter of
Rights and Freedoms. Protests
and demonstrations continued
to display unhappiness. Lambert
(2012) explains that on August 1st,
2012:

Alberta’s Annual Loan limit
remains unchanged. For a
Bachelor’s degree, the maximum
loan for two semesters is $15,000,
according to Alberta Student
Aid. In addition, the minimum
wage has remained unchanged.
The Consumer Price Index (CPI)
for Alberta in the past year has
increased by 3.7%. This means that
students are expected to pay more
for tuition with the added stress of
increased living expenses without
increasing incomes.
Added financial strain will affect
the student population in terms of
mental health and possible grade
decline. The Financial Consumer
Agency of Canada reported that if
you are under financial stress, you
are “four times as likely to suffer
from sleep problems, headaches,
and other illnesses.” In addition,
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Jean Charest’s government called
a general election and asked the
“silent majority” to express its
opinion on the question of tuition
fees by electing his party to a
fourth term. The student strike
thus became a political issue.
Pauline Marois, leader of the Parti
québécois, promised to repeal
Bill 78 and hold a summit on
higher education if her party was
elected on 4 September. Less than
two weeks after the election, the
new minority government led by
the Parti québécois repealed Bill

78 and cancelled the tuition fee
increase. (Lambert, M.E, 2014)
This story proves that students can
make a change to the education
system. When tuition increases,
students’ lives become more
difficult; consequently, student
mental health and overall GPA
will suffer. If we want something
to change, that means we have
to be the change. It is everyone’s
responsibility to advocate for what
they believe and what they want
and then act to achieve that. What
does that mean for us?
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The Mask Debate:
Many Variables
By BETHANY J. MILLER

T

he mask debate has been one
of the most divided topics of
the past year. I am not strictly
“anti-mask,” however; I do believe
that wearing masks, in the capacity
that people have throughout the past
year, is an ineffective solution and a
possible problem. “Anti-masker” as a
term has been strategically employed
by many people to shame individuals
who don’t fall within the exact same
thinking patterns as them. There are
a variety of reasons why someone
may be for or against “masking.”
For some people, especially with
histories of trauma, a face covering
can surface fear and anxiety. For
people who are hard of hearing, they
can no longer see what people are
saying. Some people are concerned
for their freedom and the right to
choose how they present themselves

and what they wear on their bodies,
some people have trouble breathing
for medical reasons, and some
people are concerned that people
are no longer identifiable. There are
also concerns over the actual efficacy
and cleanliness of masking in the
capacity it is being used. I’d argue
that the vast majority do not clean
their masks enough, if at all. The
cloth mask is also not up to the same
standards as a medical-grade mask,
nor are they changed as frequently. It
is also appalling seeing the number
of disposable masks littered about
the city.
For many people, there seems to be
a lot of unanswered questions. Are
there long-term health complications
from improper cloth mask usage?
How does the masking mandate
affect human interaction and social

Fresh Fest is “Back” but it
Looks Different this Year
By REBECCA MARTIN

development? How can we ensure
equal opportunity to clean masks for
people who can’t afford them? While
there is data to show the efficacy of
medical-grade masks, where is the
data on the efficacy of cloth masks?
What is the likelihood of improper
masks usage and how would that
impact the transmission rates of
COVID-19 anyways?
This is not an exhaustive list of
the potential questions, fears, and
concerns of many people who could
be branded as “anti-masker.” There
are so many variables surrounding
the mask debate. Rather than
creating divisive terms, such as “antimasker” and “anti-vaxer,” we should
first try to respect one another and
do what makes you personally feel
safe.

*Editor’s Note: The Fresh Fest events were changed
numerous times while writing this article and has been
revised to reflect so.
After a year’s absence, Fresh Fest is “back” for its 14th
year! Fresh Fest was originally scheduled to be a fourday event, but the organizers decided to cancel some
of the events due to recent provincial government
restrictions and the 4th wave of COVID-19. Cancelled
events included the much-anticipated Jamboree Music
Festival, the Beach Party Cabaret, and the Slip’N’Slide.
Masks were mandatory at all indoor events. Refunds
for the Jamboree Music Festival have been issued via
ShowPass. Fresh Fest kicked off with “Queer Karaoke,”
in partnership with Q-Space and the Campus
Collective Centre at the Zoo, located in the Students

Union Building. It continued Thursday morning with
a COVID-19 memorial concert outside Urban Market,
located on the 6th floor of University Hall. These were
changed to be student-only events, requiring you
to be a registered student to enter the grounds. All
attendees had to provide proof of vaccination or pass a
COVID-19 rapid test.
If you were interested in any of the artists that were
going to perform at the Jamboree, the Student’s Union
made an official playlist for those wanting to listen
(https://spoti.fi/3xS3xEr).
For more information about Fresh Fest, follow the
Student’s Union on Instagram for updates and other
events (@ulethsu) or check out their website.

Please note: This is an opinion piece; the
opinions expressed herein are not necessarily the
opinions of The Meliorist.
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Attention all pseudointellectuals!
WRITERS, REPORTERS,
INTERVIEWERS,
CARTOONISTS, POETS,
REBELS, MANAGERS,
ANALYSTS, ORGANIZERS,
CONFORMISTS, NONCONFORMISTS, SECRET
AGENTS, AND HUMAN
BEINGS NEEDED.
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